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ABSTRACT
A significant issue in game balancing is understanding the game
itself. For simple games end-to-end optimization approaches can
help explore the game’s design space, but for more complex games
it is necessary to isolate and explore its parts. Hearthstone, Bliz-
zard’s popular two-player turn-taking adversarial card game, has
two distinct game-playing challenges: choosing when and how to
play cards, and selecting which cards a player can access during the
game (deckbuilding). Focusing on deckbuilding, four experiments
are conducted to computationally explore the design of Hearthstone.
They address the difficulty of constructing good decks, the speci-
ficity and generality of decks, and the transitivity of decks. Results
suggest it is possible to find decks with an Evolution Strategy (ES)
that convincingly beat other decks available in the game, but that
they also exhibit some generality (i.e. they perform well against un-
known decks). Interestingly, a second ES experiment is performed
where decks are evolved against opponents playing the originally
evolved decks. Since the originally evolved decks beat the starter
decks, and the twice evolved decks beat the originally evolved decks,
some degree of transitivity of the deck space is shown. While only
a preliminary study with restrictive conditions, this paper paves
the way for future work computationally identifying properties
of cards important for different gameplay strategies and helping
players build decks to fit their personal playstyles without the need
for in-depth domain knowledge.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Before fine-tuning a game, a designer must first understand how
the different components in the game systems behave. However,
because a game is typically a complex system of many interlocking
parts, understanding its many intricacies and quirks is often even
challenging for its creator. In part these complexities are why the
game design and development process usually incorporates multi-
ple rounds of playtesting. Typically imbalances are most obvious
through these iterations with multiple playtesters.

However, one way to understand these imbalances is through
artificial intelligence based testing the mechanics and dynamics.
Typically these AI algorithms are designed to automatically play
some part of the game, and then vary some aspect of the game and
observe the resulting changes to output. Based on this variation
in outcome an optimization algorithm can be used to find game
variants that satisfy some criteria. At its simplest, one could isolate
one or a small handful of continuous values, and optimize those
values so that the game achieves parity in winrate between agents.
This is often referred to as game balancing or game tuning [24].
But approaches have been pursued that identify a larger number of
game dimensions, demonstrating that search in amulti-dimensional
game space can be used to find games that are distinctly different
from each other but still playable [12].

For more complex games, end-to-end optimization approaches
are infeasible. Instead, specific questions about the game’s mechan-
ics or dynamics can be asked, and agent-based playthrough can be
used to investigate particular aspects or subsystems of the game.
For example, agents implementing different playstyles can help
investigate how a game, level, or map affords, rewards, or punishes
different styles and strategies [5, 11, 17].

https://doi.org/10.1145/3235765.3235791
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Hearthstone, a popular two-player competitive digital collectible
card game published by Blizzard [7], is an example of a game that
is too complex for end-to-end optimization, but requires regular re-
balancing to ensure quality. In Hearthstone players initially choose
one of nine different heroes, which will determine the types of
playable cards and special abilities, ultimately influencing play
style. They then build decks, from which cards are drawn during
play. The objective is to reduce the opponent hero’s health to zero
through minions and spells, which are invoked by playing cards.
Broadly, playing Hearthstone breaks down into building a deck and
a corresponding strategy in advance of a game, and executing upon
said strategy during a game. While not unrelated, these skills can
to some degree be seen as separate.

In this paper we conduct several experiments to computationally
explore the design of Hearthstone, in particular the difficulty of
constructing good decks, the specificity and generality of decks,
and the transitivity of decks. We use a standard game-playing agent
with fixed strategy parameters to focus the investigation on the
decks. First, we investigate the difference in performance of the
same agent over multiple random decks when playing against three
standard starter decks, which are the Blizzard-made decks available
to any player who has completed the tutorial. We then evolve decks
to perform as well as possible against these fixed decks, and find
that it is in all cases relatively straightforward to do so. We then
investigate the robustness of the evolved decks when changing
the strategy parameters of the game-playing agent, in particular
changing from an aggro or aggressive to a control style of play. We
also look at how the evolved decks perform against decks different
from the one they were evolved against. Finally, we conduct another
set of experiments where we evolve new decks specifically to beat
the evolved decks, in order to investigate whether the strength of
the deck is transitive, (i.e. if deck B wins over deck A, and deck C
wins over deck B, will deck C also win over deck A?)

2 BACKGROUND
The idea of testing games automatically through algorithmic play-
through is an old one. In the search-based procedural content gen-
eration paradigm, simulation-based testing refers to testing some
aspect of a game (such as a level) with game-playing agents [23].
Testing can indicate whether the level is playable to whether there
is sufficient skill depth in the sense that agents of different perfor-
mance achieve different results [19]. However, a more immediately
practical case for automatic game testing is tuning games, i.e. au-
tomatically making small changes to the game to improve some
measure such as balance or player progression.

A number of recent research papers address aspects of game
tuning. One of the earliest studies by Hom and Marks [10] proposes
designing balanced board game by altering the game rules with
AI techniques. Jaffe et al. [13] introduces a method for measuring
aspects of game balance [13], and shows how the techniques can
facilitate quick progress in balancing an educational card game.
Volz et al. [24] introduces another balancing method for decks of
the Top Trumps game. Here the authors compare the processes of
automatic and manual balancing and assess the quality of computer
balanced decks in relation to existing ones. Mahlmann et al. [18]
analyze three different agents who play and select cards, aiming to

make a balanced deck in the game Dominion. The authors show
that specific cards can lead the game to balance, independent of
player skill level. The decks evolved in this work may point to
interesting features related to the game’s balance, such as quality
of certain cards and characteristics of the card set pertaining to
different character classes. Similarly, Krucher [16] introduces AI-
agents that play and modify cards in a collectible card game to
balance the pool of available cards.

Automated game balancing can also help balance modern board
games. de Mesentier Silva et al. [5] presents methods to automate
stages of the playtesting process with agents. By having multiple
agents play the game Ticket to Ride, the authors can extract data
that could help designers make informed decisions about game
tuning. A rather different approach is that of Dormans [6] who
presents a framework to balance games through diagramming the
flow of resources in a game.

2.1 Playing Collectible Card Games
Because of the large amount of hidden information (the opponent’s
hand and deck), stochasticity in starting conditions (each player’s
deck is shuffled), and a medium-to-high branching factor (a varying
number of cards can be played, in different order), it is difficult to
develop good game-playing algorithms for Hearthstone and related
collectible card games, such as Magic: The Gathering. Standard tree
search methods struggle not only with the branching factor but
also with searching into the opponent’s turn, as in general very
little is known about the opponent’s hand or deck.

Some approaches focus on mitigating the large amount of hidden
information by learning the value of game states. With neural
networks, Jakubik [14] learn state values with sparse autoencoders.
The Advances in Artificial Intelligence and Applications even offers
a data mining challenge, where participants devise methods for
predicting the value of game states [15].

Others focus on many iterations of automatic playthroughs
rather than learning the value of game states, most though adapting
Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) to work in Hearthstone. Santos
et al. [20] present special purpose heuristics for MCTS to achieve
competent play while Zhang and Buro [25] decrease the branching
factor by modifying MCTS to bucket similar nodes and training
policy networks to guide the rollouts. Tree search-based approaches
can also facilitate simulation-based testing; [26] test a Hearthstone-
like game called Cardonomicon through simulations. While these
approaches all search at the level of individual Hearthstone actions,
other approaches aim to build a symbolic representation of the
Hearthstone space and reason in that space [22].

Two studies address the role of decks in collectible card games.
Bjørke and Fludal [4] evolved decks for Magic: The Gathering, a
game with some strong similarities to Hearthstone but also some
important differences. The previous workmost closely related to the
current paper is [9] where, decks are evolved and evaluated based
on how much they win over a set of decks. In other words, decks
are evolved for general playing strength. No subsequent analysis
was done on the evolved decks.
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3 HEARTHSTONE
Hearthstone is a turn-based, two-player, adversarial, collectible
card game published by Blizzard with over 70 million players (as
of March 2017)[7]. In this free-to-play, digital game, players collect
cards to compose decks that are then played against others. Players
acquire these cards most often through purchasing packs of five
randomly selected cards. At the time of publication, Hearthstone
has over 1400 unique cards of five rarities: Free, Common, Rare,
Epic, and Legendary, where rarest cards are perceived as the most
powerful and hardest to acquire. While at first glance Hearthstone
gameplay may be perceived primarily as about which cards to play
and when, as players advance, a large part of ensuring successful
matches lies in deckbuilding (i.e. choosing which 30 cards to play
out of the over 1400 possibilities). Gameplay then can be split into
two main parts: building decks and playing matches, where players
must first build a deck before battling an opponent.

To build a deck players must first choose one of nine possible
heroes available in the game: Druid, Mage, Hunter, Paladin, Priest,
Rogue, Shaman, Warlock, and Warrior. While each type of hero
is represented by a unique avatar that the player assumes, it also
provides access to a unique hero ability and set of exclusive, hero-
specific cards that are a subset of the entire set of available cards.
Players then choose exactly 30 cards to compose a deck from the
hero-neutral and hero-specific card sets.

After creating a deck, players are then matched with others for
one versus one play. Each hero starts with 30 health, and to win a
player must reduce their opponent’s health to zero. To reduce an
opponent’s health and protect themselves, players draw random
cards from their deck to place in their hand, not visible by the
opponent. Cards from a hand are then available to place on the
common board with the goal of reducing the opponent’s health.

Mana is the main resource of the game, and each card has a cost
to place on the common board (i.e. mana cost). Players’ collections
of mana (i.e. mana pool) are privately held and reset at the beginning
of each turn. Each turn allows access to an additional mana unit,
where players start with one mana and end with up to ten. Cards
costing more mana are often more powerful than those costing less.
However, players can be defeated before being able to access their
more powerful cards in later turns.

Types of cards can be subdivided into two functionalities, spells
and minions. Spell cards are instantaneous once cast and are not
inherently represented by units on the board, while minion cards
are units that remain on the board once played. Spells are often
triggered once and then disappear, while minions remain indefi-
nitely in-play. Minions have two attributes (i.e. health and attack
power) and disappear only when their health is depleted through
attacks by the opponent’s hero or other minions. When minions
attack each other or heroes, they lose health points equal to the
others attack power and are destroyed when their health is reduced
to zero. When a minion’s health is reduced to zero, it is destroyed
and removed from the board. When minions attack the opponent’s
hero, the opponent loses health points equal to that Minions attack
power. Most often minions cannot perform attacks on the same turn
they were summoned, or placed on the common board. Minions
often have additional attributes, such as taunt (i.e. the opponent
must destroy this minion before attacking the hero), battlecry (i.e.

an effect that occurs when the minion is first played), and charge
(i.e. the minion can attack on the same turn it is played). Both spell
and minion cards cost mana to play, although a few cost zero.

In Hearthstone players alternate turns, which can consist of
playing one or more cards and attacking with one or more of their
minions. At the start of each turn, players draw the top card of
their deck, which has been shuffled and placed face down at the
beginning of the game. The moment a player’s health is reduced to
zero, the match is over and the player with the most health wins.

4 APPROACH
To computationally explore the design of Hearthstone and the role
of deck building, different combinations of cards are composed
into decks by an evolution strategy (ES) algorithm, a process that
optimizes the decks based on the principles of natural evolution.
Simulated Hearthstone games are played in a Hearthstone simulator
called SabberStone[8], which enables the evaluation of decks.

4.1 Building Competitive Decks with an
Evolution Strategy

While there were approximately 382 cards when Hearthstone was
originally released, Blizzard regularly adds new cards to increase
replayability and balance the game resulting in over 1400 at present.
In part because there are nine heroes each with a unique hero ability
and hero-specific cards, balancing gameplay is nontrivial. While
it would be valuable to explore balance and deck building based
on all the cards in Hearthstone, experiments in this paper focus
on those that beginning players can access, called the basic set [2].
There are 43 cards in this set that any hero can play, and each hero
can play 10 cards unique to their class. These cards are unlikely
to change with future expansions and are less complex than some
cards developed later in the game.

Because it is unknown a priori which cards comprise a competi-
tive deck and the inherent challenges of determining the value of
particular cards, the search for decks in this paper is performed
through a type of evolutionary algorithm called an evolution strat-
egy [21]. The ES tries to optimize the decks by adding and removing
cards and testing how well they do in games against an opponent.
The idea is that cards important to a deck’s success are preserved
through evolution, while mutation helps discover new cards that
can increase a deck’s winrate. Because it is expected that Blizzard
has fine-tuned starting decks to some basic level of proficiency,
decks are evolved against games with an the opponent playing
the starter deck, that is the deck composed of basic cards that are
selected by Blizzard for new players during the tutorial.

4.2 Hearthstone Simulation and AI Agents
SabberStone is aHearthstone simulator developed by theHearthSim
community [8], a community of programmers who develop tools
for Hearthstone players. SabberStone has a player-facing GUI, and
natively supports AI-based agents who implement the five different
meta-level strategies discovered by human players over time: aggro,
control, fatigue, midrange, and ramp. Strategies differ primarily
in whether they prioritize large health differences between heroes
or board control, and whether they often result in early, mid, or
late-game victories. Most strategies are based on some combination
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procedure AggroHeuristic(state)
if GameOver then

f(state) = WIN ? MaxValue : MinValue
else

if Player has Minions and Opponent has None then
f(state) += 1000

end if
if Opponent has Minions with Taunt then

f(state) -= 1000×(Sum Health of Minions with Taunt)
end if
f(state) += (Sum of Atk of Player Minions)
f(state) += 1000 * (Player Health - Opponent Health)

end if
return f(state)

end procedure

Figure 1: Aggro Strategy. Each agent in SabberStone se-
lects actions based on one of five heuristics: aggro, control,
midrange, fatigue, and ramp. Experiments in this paper im-
plement the aggro strategy,which optimizes based on a large
health difference between heroes and the number and type
of minions on the board.

of a control heuristic (i.e. controlling the board until cards with
high mana costs can be played) or aggro heuristic, which prioritizes
maintaining minions on the board and aggressive play.

In the experiments in this paper, agents play Hearthstone with a
greedy search algorithm, where each node is a game state. Search
is performed with a fixed number of nodes per level (4 nodes) and
maximum depth (13 nodes). Decisions are turn-local, meaning that
they only calculate what the best actions are for a given turn rather
than considering how those decisionsmay affect future turns.While
future work may consider more sophisticated behavior, gameplay
with this agent is still computationally expensive considering that
a variable number of actions can be taken in a single Hearthstone
turn and the order can affect the outcome.

While there are five tree-search strategies to choose from in
SabberStone and many more potential strategies yet undiscovered,
the aggro or aggressive strategy is one of the more basic strategies
expected to perform well with the turn-local agent. Because it
also appears similar to the logic humans follow when playing an
aggro deck, agents for both the player and the opponent make
gameplay decisions with SabberStone’s implementation of an aggro
strategy (described in figure 1). Compared to the other strategies,
aggro primarily optimizes toward a large health difference between
heroes, and punishes a board state when the opponent has minions
with taunt in play. Minions with taunt implicitly defend a hero
by forcing the opponent to attack it before the hero. Aggro also
rewards states where one player has minions on the board and the
other does not and when minions have more attack power and
health, but prioritizes health differences between heroes. Future
work will investigate how this strategy may affect deckbuilding by
comparing it to human play.

5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS OVERVIEW
To explore automated deck building and the properties of these
evolved decks, four sets of experiments are proposed. First in sec-
tion 6, decks are evolved for the hunter, paladin, and warlock heroes,
whose unique hero abilities and class cards enable humans to play
them with successful aggro strategies. Not only is the idea to show
that successful decks can be evolved, but also explore commonali-
ties, hinting toward a schema for successful decks of basic cards.

To explore the specificity of the decks, in section 7 each of the
evolved decks from the previous experiment play 20, 000 games
with each of the nine heroes, 10,000 against an opponent play-
ing a starter deck, and 10,000 against an opponent playing the
community-made deck of basic cards that are considered more
powerful [1]. While the evolved decks are optimized to beat heroes
of the same class, the experiments look at the winrates against all
nine heroes. For further validation, and to observe general trends
these evolved decks are also tested against the community decks.
Overall trends in the winrates are explored and whether they hint
at the transitivity of the deck space.

Because the decks are evolved and tested with opponent agents
playing an aggro strategy, it is unclear whether the trends observed
in the first two experiments will change when agents play with a
different strategy. In section 8 the evolved decks play against each
of the nine heroes who are playing starter decks for their class.
While the success of a strategy is likely closely coupled with the
deck, the goal is to see whether general trends persist.

Finally section 9 explores the degree to which strategies are tran-
sitive by evolving an additional set of decks where the opponents
are playing an aggro strategy, but their decks are those originally
evolved in section 6. If it would be impossible to evolve a deck that
beats the evolved opponent deck more than 50% of the time, results
would indicate that the strategy space has a very high degree of
transitivity, implying the possibility of finding a globally optimal
strategy. On the other hand, if it would be possible to evolve a deck
that wins 100% of the time of the target evolved deck a low degree
of transitivity is implied, i.e. that one deck’s performance against
another says little about its performance against a third deck.

In all deck comparisons significance is calculated based on a bi-
nomial proportion confidence interval with a general tz-test [3] and
an exact Clopper-Pearson confidence interval for the observed win-
rates. The winrates are tested against a 50%winrate null hypothesis
over 10,000 samples. Through this calculation a percentage differ-
ence larger than one is significant. All of the experiments are run
on a high performance cluster with 400 CPUs running in parallel.

6 EXPERIMENT ONE AND RESULTS: DECK
BUILDING

While ultimately evolution may have the power to discover suc-
cessful decks for high-level play, this experiment first answers the
question of whether it can evolve decks for amateurs by restrict-
ing the set of cards to those available to players at the start of the
game [2]. While players collect more powerful cards throughout
the game, these cards are available to anyone who completes the
tutorial. Similarly, rather than evolving decks for the nine possi-
ble heroes players can select, experiments address three of these
heroes who are expected to perform well with an aggro strategy,
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Figure 2: Health Distribution Between Two Community-
Designed Decks The x-axis represents values of health dif-
ferences, while the y-value represents the frequency with
which games resulted in this health difference.

the hunter, paladin, and warlock. Future work will address deck
building with a broader selection of heroes.

For each of these three heroes, the space of possible decks is
explored through two runs of an evolution strategy (ES) algorithm
(µ = 10 and λ = 100) with a population size of 100 for each of
the 100 generations. There is a 10% rate of elitism (i.e. 10% of the
highest performing decks are copied into the new population) and
the remaining 90% of the population are mutated copies of the top
10%. Mutation is performed by swapping a random card in the
deck with another random card from the basic set. At least one
card in the deck is swapped, and any time a swap is performed
there is a 50% chance of an additional swap. Each evolved deck is
evaluated through simulated gameplay against a hero of the same
class playing with the starter deck.

Significant to evaluating decks in an ES is a measure of their
fitness or quality. While winrate is an obvious factor in determin-
ing the quality of any given Hearthstone deck, there are many
ways of calculating fitness with health differences and winrates. An
exploratory experiment of 10,000 games between two community-
made decks is shown in figure 2, where health differences between
heroes are plotted on the x-axis and the number of games is shown
on the y-axis. Because there is a valley rather than a bell curve at
the mean and some asymmetry, this slightly skewed bimodal distri-
bution indicates that the simply averaging health difference across
multiple games may not be sufficient to establish deck quality as
some subcurves could be easily over or undervalued. For instance,
a small curve at the right end of the graph can overpower a much
larger subcurve near the middle. To smooth the subcurves near the
extremes of the distribution while still respecting the magnitude of
the difference, deck fitness in this paper is calculated as the sigmoid
of the health difference between two heroes at the end of a game.
Health difference between heroes rather than winrate helps the ES
to distinguish between strong wins and close games. Deck fitness
in these experiments is determined by playing an experimentally
determined four hundred games against an opponent with a fixed
deck and strategy described in Section 4.2. Final evaluations are
calculated by then averaging the mean of the sigmoid of the health

differences with that of the deck’s parent, which reduces the in-
fluence of stochasticity and noise. Each of the deckbuilding runs
lasted 100 generations and approximately 33 hours.

6.1 Results
As shown in figure 3, best and average fitness in each of the runs
for the heroes increases over time, indicating that decks effective
against a fixed opponent can be evolved. While the fitnesses for
both runs of the hunter and paladin converge after or before 100
generations, the second run of the warlock evolution could poten-
tially increase in fitness with more time. Generally though, 100
generations is enough to converge to a solution.

While there are approximately 6.12 × 1020 1 possible decks for
any hero, interestingly each run has a least one initial starting
deck with a best-fitness and approximate winrate over 60%. The
existence of these randomly generated high-fitness decks in the
initial generation could be in part because there are enough good
cards to make almost any deck play well, or potentially because
there are large enough sets of functionally similar cards.

Because the fitness progression for the best-fitness decks is
slightly jagged (i.e. it is possible for some earlier decks to outper-
form later decks), the highest fitness deck between each of the runs
in any generation is selected for further exploration and testing
(available at https://web.njit.edu/~ahoover/hearthstone/fdg2018/):
generation 84 for the first run of the hunter (fitness = 94.67), gen-
eration 55 for the second run of the paladin (fitness = 99.49), and
generation 90 of the first warlock run (fitness = 87.89).

Often decks can be partially assessed by their mana curve, which
indicates the number of cards in the deck with particular mana
costs. Because an aggro strategy prioritizes early-game wins and
high cost mana cards are only available in late-game, successful
aggro decks often have left-leaning manacurves. Figure 4 indicates
of the evolved decks conform to the conventional wisdom of human
players, emphasizing low mana costs for early play. For each of the
three decks, over 86% of their cards cost four or fewer mana.

Available at https://web.njit.edu/~ahoover/hearthstone/fdg2018/,
the three evolved decks share ten cards in common including one
that is in each deck twice; Furthermore, most of these cards in
common are considered good or viable for human-made aggro
decks [1]. For instance, Sen’jin Shieldmasta is often considered a
valuable defender against aggressive decks and playstyles, while
the Raid Leader fills a unique niche among cards in the basic set.
The Murloc Tidehunter, Razorfen Hunter, River Crocolisk are all
considered reasonable additions to an aggressive deck of basic cards.
In fact, only three are considered less desirable: Murloc Raider,
Darkscale Healer, and Voodoo Doctor. While healing cards like the
Voodoo Doctor and Darkscale healer naturally offer value to an
aggressive playstyle as they simultaneously add attack power to
the player’s side while increasing their health, they are often absent
from human-made aggro decks suggesting that they could be a
valuable consideration when deckbuilding.

For at least one turn, taunt cards (e.g. Sen’jin Shieldmasta) help
protect a player from an aggressive strategy as they must be elim-
inated before targeting its hero. The aggro strategy in figure 1

1Calculations performed by Matthew C. Fontaine with Python 3. The code and full
explanation are available at https://web.njit.edu/ ahoover/hearthstone/fdg2018/

https://web.njit.edu/~ahoover/hearthstone/fdg2018/
https://web.njit.edu/~ahoover/hearthstone/fdg2018/
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(c) Warlock Evo

Figure 3: Fitness of Decks over 100 Generations.Decks for each hero increase in the best and average fitnesses before converging
to high fitness scores by 100 generations.
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(c) Evolved Warlock

Figure 4: Mana Curves of the Evolved Decks. Conforming to conventional wisdom of successful aggro decks, the mana cost is
low for most cards in each of the three evolved decks with over 86% of cards in each of the decks cost four or fewer mana.

Taunt Battlecry Charge
Evo. Hunter 4 11 5
Evo. Paladin 6 12 0
Evo. Warlock 6 12 2

Table 1: Special Abilities in the Evolved Decks. While the ag-
gro strategy favors taunt cards and these decks are close
to maximizing those available in the basic set, there are
a large number of battlecry cards and relatively few cards
with charge.

encourages playing taunt minions, with four in the evolved hunter
deck and six in the decks of the paladin and warlock (shown in
table 1). While cards with battlecry are not accounted for in the
aggro algorithm, there are 11 in the hunter deck, and 12 each in
the decks of the paladin and warlock. Perhaps there are so many
battlecry cards because even without explicitly promoting them,
the turn-local agent exploits their immediate and beneficial affects.
Generally minions must sleep the turn they are played (i.e. they
cannot attack), yet battlecry minions provide immediate benefits
because they impact the board state on the turn they are played.

Interestingly, while cards with charge also provide immediate
benefits, relatively few are included in the evolved decks: five in

the hunter deck, zero in the paladin deck, and two in the warlock
deck. While there is one less charge card than taunt card available
to all heroes in the basic set, perhaps fewer cards with charge are
observed because they rarely last longer than a single turn and their
value conventionally decreases dramatically when the opponent
can block the charge with a taunt card (valued by both the opponent
and player with an aggro strategy). Conceivably in future work,
without the need for conventional wisdom or in-depth domain
knowledge, computational exploration could help identify cards
valuable to different playstyles.

7 EXPERIMENT TWO AND RESULTS:
TESTING DECKS

To explore the specificity and quality of the generated decks, the
evolved hunter, paladin, and warlock decks are each played against
sets of decks designed for different purposes: the starter and com-
munity decks https://web.njit.edu/~ahoover/hearthstone/fdg2018/.
The starter decks are composed of basic cards that are a straight-
forward collection of minions and spells, while the community
decks are selected by advanced Hearthstone players and enthusi-
asts and considered to be more competitive than the starter decks
that Blizzard initially introduces. Each evolved deck then plays an
experimentally derived 20,000 games against each of the nine heroes
playing the starter and community decks (10,00 games per deck).

https://web.njit.edu/~ahoover/hearthstone/fdg2018/
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The evolved decks are also played against each other to explore
whether properties observed against the starter and community
decks hold when played against each other.

7.1 Results
Table 2 shows results from the gameplay against all nine heroes,
indicating that the evolved decks (i.e. the rows in table 2) signif-
icantly outplay the opponents playing the starter decks (i.e. the
columns). Corresponding starter decks as players are also shown
in the rows to illustrate the magnitude of difference in winrate
between players with starter decks and those with evolved decks
against all opponent heroes. Similarly, the evolved decks also out-
play the community-crafted decks by larger margins than both the
starter and community decks as shown in table 3.

From the distributions of winrates in tables 2,3, it appears that
opponent difficulty is mostly invariant with respect to the player
deck. That is, an opponent that is difficult for one deck seems to be
difficult for all and vice versa. For example, the starter and evolved
decks all perform best against the starter druid, hunter, mage, and
priest and worst against the starter warlock and warrior. Similarly
the starter, community, and evolved decks perform best against the
community druid, hunter, and mage decks while struggling to win
against the community paladin, shaman and warrior. That is decks
that are difficult for one player, tend to be difficult for most.

Interestingly, after an additional set of 10,000 games played be-
tween each of the evolved decks shown in table 4, it is observed
that the evolved deck’s performance against starter and community
deck wielding opponents correlates with the evolved decks perfor-
mance against the other evolved decks. For example, the evolved
paladin deck has some of the highest average winrates against the
starter decks in table 2 (i.e. its winrates exceed most of the other
evolved decks) where the evolved warlock is close but not quite as
high. The evolved decks played against the community decks in
table 3 show similar trends, where the evolved paladin deck has the
highest winrates, with the evolved warlock coming in at a close
second, and the evolved hunter last.

Similarly, the evolved paladin deck has the highest average win-
rate among evolved decks in table 4, where it more easily beats
the evolved hunter deck than the evolved warlock. Likewise the
warlock does its best against the hunter, once again suggesting the
possibility that some universally optimal deck exists that can win
against all other decks in the space of the basic set of cards. While
the experiments are specific to the basic card set and the aggro
strategy in SabberStone, results suggest that this approach could
be expanded to make more generalizable conclusions by expanding
the set of cards and strategies evaluated.

8 EXPERIMENT THREE AND RESULTS:
EXPLORING THE IMPACT OF STRATEGY
ON PERFORMANCE

Because the generated decks were evolved using only the aggro
strategy, it is possible that evolution over-optimized decks to play
with this specific heuristic. Although less valuable in high-level play,
strategic universality is a desirable trait for beginner-friendly decks,
allowing more amateur players to perform reasonably. To test for
strategic universality of the evolved decks, a third experiment is

proposed where the evolved decks are played against the starter
decks in an additional set of 10,000 games. However rather than
an aggro strategy, both players made decisions based on a basic
strategy called control as represented by SabberStone’s control
heuristic.

8.1 Results
Similar to the results in table 4, table 5 illustrates that the paladin
deck outperforms both the warlock and hunter decks where the
evolved paladin’s highest winrate is 89.40%, with the hunter’s at
79.78% and the warlock’s at 73.00%, all against the starter mage.
These winrates suggest that the control heuristic has some degree of
compatibility with the aggro heuristics, where the evolved paladin
also outplayed the evolved hunter and evolved warlock against the
starter deck experiments in table 2 and in the community decks in
table 3. In these experiments, the evolved decks all did particularly
well against the starter and community druid, hunter, and mage
decks with similar winrates. Not only do these results point toward
some amount of transitivity in the deck space, but that the trends in
the results in section 7 are independent of these particular strategies.

9 EXPERIMENT FOUR AND RESULTS:
CONTINUING EVOLUTION

With the same parameters as the experiment in section 6, this
experiment further explores the transitivity of the deck space. How-
ever, rather than playing against the starter deck for the class, the
population was evolved against the heroes playing highest per-
forming decks of the previous evolution experiment, available at
https://web.njit.edu/~ahoover/hearthstone/fdg2018/. Deck qualities
are assessed through additional experiments against the starter and
community decks.

9.1 Results
Interestingly, while the initial population for this second set of
deck evolution was random, the new set of evolution experiments
performed close to those originally evolved when played against
the starter decks in section 7. Against both the starter and commu-
nity decks (shown in tables 67), all of the evolved decks tended to
perform best against the starter druid, hunter, and mage, with the
community rogue also fairly easy to beat. This strong correlation
between winrates against a variety of opponents indicates that
winrate against one opponent is predictive of winrate against an-
other, thereby providing more evidence to indicate the presence of
transitivity and a universal optimum in the deck space of the basic
cards in Hearthstone. While these findings apply specifically to the
space of basic cards, future work will explore a broader selection of
cards.

Results from playing all of the evolved decks together show the
same trends observed when playing the originally evolved decks
against each other (table 8), that is hunter decks were easiest to
beat, followed by the warlock decks. The evolved paladin decks
were the hardest. Excluding games played with identical heroes
and decks, all decks play best against the hunter evolved against
the previously evolved hunter deck, represented as evo. evo. hunter.
They then performed second best against the originally evolved
hunter (evo. hunter), evo. warlock, evo. evo. warlock, evo. paladin,

https://web.njit.edu/~ahoover/hearthstone/fdg2018/
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Str. Druid Str. Hunter Str. Mage Str. Paladin Str. Priest Str. Rogue Str. Shaman Str. Warlock Str. Warrior
Str. Hunter 67.84% N/A% 54.07% 43.77% 55.94% 42.47% 42.57% 22.54% 25.16%
Evo. Hunter 94.93% 92.45% 92.14% 88.65% 90.10% 86.41% 87.11% 72.37% 75.92%
Str. Paladin 61.79% 55.94% 65.61% N/A% 56.06% 45.70% 51.44% 25.68% 30.20%
Evo. Paladin 98.03% 97.30% 97.97% 97.60% 96.30% 96.55% 97.07% 83.61% 89.36%
Str. Warlock 76.70% 77.06% 82.11% 74.63% 74.52% 74.01% 67.45% N/A 52.94%
Evo. Warlock 95.71% 94.43% 95.65% 93.78% 93.45% 93.77% 91.46% 85.16% 80.62%

Table 2: Evolved Decks vs. Starter Decks. After 10,000 games between each evolved deck abbreviated Evo. Hunter, Evo. Paladin,
and Evo.Warlock in the rows on the left and the Starter decks of the nine heroes abbreviatedwith Str. each of the nine columns,
the evolved decks continually outperform the starter decks that they played during evolution. The performance of the original
starter decks for each of the evolved decks is also shown for comparison.

Co. Druid Co. Hunter Co. Mage Co. Paladin Co. Priest Co. Rogue Co. Shaman Co. Warlock Co. Warrior
Str. Hunter 70.79% 59.41% 71.26% 21.54% 60.98% 47.32% 23.59% 32.34% 22.68%
Co. Hunter 66.92% 50.17% 57.39% 15.03% 60.72% 37.41% 14.66% 26.85% 16.31%
Evo. Hunter 93.62% 95.89% 96.92% 68.08% 90.07% 90.59% 76.84% 78.05% 73.89%
Str. Paladin 66.04% 69.06% 82.17% 23.76% 55.39% 55.91% 25.84% 34.64% 25.4%
Co. Paladin 85.56% 85.89% 90.69% 50.28% 79.87% 80.64% 54.30% 62.99% 54.85%
Evo. Paladin 96.88% 98.66% 99.44% 76.61% 93.80% 96.42% 81.98% 84.39% 85.17%
Str. Warlock 79.76% 82.65% 91.03% 44.12% 77.39% 77.18% 44.86% 57.16% 47.05%
Co. Warlock 70.17% 72.46% 81.12% 36.67% 68.59% 67.91% 34.00% 50.47% 37.44%
Evo. Warlock 94.81% 97.18% 98.62% 68.51% 91.20% 93.14% 75.45% 83.78% 77.46%

Table 3: Evolved Decks vs. Community Decks. Fitnesses after 10,000 games played between the evolved decks (and corresponding
starter and community decks), are shown in each of the rows corresponding to heroes playing the community-made decks.
The community decks are player-designed sets of basic cards designed to perform better than those in the starter decks and
are available at http://icy-veins.com. Each row represents an evaluated deck, while each column corresponds to the class of the
deck that is being played against.

Evo. Hunter Evo. Paladin Evo. Warlock
Evo. Hunter 49.74% 26.14% 42.18%
Evo. Paladin 72.85% 50.24% 66.86%
Evo. Warlock 57.52% 32.22% 51.50%

Table 4: Evolved Decks vs. Evolved Decks.After playing 10,000
games against each other, the paladin appears to be the
strongest evolved deck, followed by the warlock, and hunter.

and finally the evo. evo. paladin. In only three cases did the evo.
evo. deck perform significantly worse, and those were all with the
evolved hunter decks against the three decks that were the hardest
for all heroes to beat.

Given that the secondarily evolved decks performed better than
evo. decks against almost all of the starter and community oppo-
nents (including the community decks absent from either evolu-
tionary process), it appears important which deck the opponent
is playing during evolution. While decks evolved against weaker
opponents naturally win more easily against them, each of the
evolved decks decrease in average fitness when playing the sec-
ond set of evolved decks. Perhaps because the evo. paladin and
warlock decks were stronger to begin with, the evo. evo. paladin
and warlock decks were able to out perform the evo. and evo. evo.

hunter decks on average. The evo. hunter averaged 39.35% against
the evo. opponents, while the evo. warlock averaged 47.08%, and
the evo. paladin 63.61%. While the evo. evo. hunter maintained that
average across the evo. evo. opponents, both the evo. evo. paladin
and the evo. evo. warlock increased their average fitness to 70.04
and 55.49. While the hero class may be an important issue with re-
spect to these experiments, perhaps it was evolution against a much
stronger opponent allowed the warlock and paladin experiments
to generate stronger decks and a weak opponent force decks into a
local optimum. Similarly, it is important to avoid starting with too
strong of an opponent, as that will have the similar but opposite
effect of pushing the candidates to the lower bound. Future work
may benefit from periodically replacing the opponent deck during
evolution to progressively increase the quality upper bound.

10 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
While limiting the cards available to players and restricting the
gameplay strategies permits a basic exploration of the simplest
space of Hearthstone decks, it is important to be careful when
generalizing about the rest of the cards and strategies. Results
point to the presence of transitivity and a universal optimum in the
deck space of the basic cards in Hearthstone, but may not reflect
properties of decks made of cards with more complicated abilities.
Similarly, while the trends appear to hold regardless of the three
heroes playing, it’s conceivable that unique hero abilities and cards

http://icy-veins.com
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Str. Druid Str. Hunter Str. Mage Str. Paladin Str. Priest Str. Rogue Str. Shaman Str. Warlock Str. Warrior
Str. Hunter 50.08% 50.41% 78.88% 70.34% 66.47% 71.75% 78.90% 56.93% 38.23%
Co. Hunter 70.98% 59.34% 81.00% 73.25% 78.49% 70.69% 74.93% 59.56% 49.98%
Evo. Hunter 43.94% 64.12% 79.78% 50.59% 56.98% 56.77% 65.29% 50.19% 42.29%
Str. Paladin 30.80% 28.76% 61.10% 49.96% 56.12% 40.50% 68.01% 38.52% 27.72%
Co. Paladin 74.08% 63.48% 83.18% 78.19% 78.74% 66.98% 86.51% 67.88% 62.22%
Evo. Paladin 70.72% 81.63% 89.40% 72.58% 77.61% 85.09% 75.83% 62.25% 70.66%
Str. Warlock 47.58% 43.66% 63.54% 62.16% 68.87% 62.05% 76.27% 50.76% 43.24%
Co. Warlock 58.57% 54.19% 70.37% 76.64% 75.38% 68.27% 80.64% 60.63% 61.51%
Evo Warlock 48.38% 60.11% 73.00% 48.29% 62.67% 65.55% 54.64% 59.53% 43.32%

Table 5: Exploring Effect of Strategy on Performance (Evolved Decks vs. Starter Decks). The results of playing the decks against
the starter set of decks with both players using a control heuristic rather than an aggro one.

Str. Druid Str. Hunter Str. Mage Str. Paladin Str. Priest Str. Rogue Str. Shaman Str. Warlock Str. Warrior
Evo. Hunter 94.93% 92.45% 92.14% 88.65% 90.10% 86.41% 87.11% 72.37% 75.92%

Evo. Evo. Hunter 93.39% 92.69% 92.58% 89.13% 89.42% 87.96% 88.11% 72.13% 70.92%
Evo. Paladin 98.03% 97.30% 97.97% 97.60% 96.30% 96.55% 97.07% 83.61% 89.36%

Evo. Evo. Paladin 98.76% 97.58% 98.39% 97.92% 97.10% 97.37% 97.52% 88.48% 92.19%
Evo. Warlock 95.71% 94.43% 95.65% 93.78% 93.45% 93.77% 91.46% 85.16% 80.62%

Evo. Evo. Warlock 97.24% 96.03% 96.88% 96.09% 94.74% 95.44% 94.67% 81.99% 86.91%
Table 6: Evolved Decks vs. Starter. Interestingly, the evo. evo. decks had similar winrates to the evo. decks against the starter
decks even though the evo. evo. decks were evolved only indirectly against them. Evo. evo. decks played against heroes playing
the evo. decks in the second set of experiments, yet maintained their advantages over the starter decks.

Co. Druid Co. Hunter Co. Mage Co. Paladin Co. Priest Co. Rogue Co. Shaman Co. Warlock Co. Warrior
Evo. Hunter 93.62% 95.89% 96.92% 68.08% 90.07% 90.59% 76.84% 78.05% 73.89%

Evo. Evo. Hunter 90.59% 96.69% 97.78% 66.45% 86.41% 90.08% 75.93% 77.28% 74.24%
Evo. Paladin 96.88% 98.66% 99.44% 76.61% 93.80% 96.42% 81.98% 84.39% 85.17%

Evo. Evo. Paladin 98.37% 98.98% 99.52% 81.73% 95.86% 98.06% 88.65% 90.60% 90.29%
Evo. Warlock 94.81% 97.18% 98.62% 68.51% 91.20% 93.14% 75.45% 83.78% 77.46%

Evo. Evo. Warlock 96.73% 97.73% 99.03% 72.74% 93.35% 95.03% 76.70% 83.07% 81.21%
Table 7: Evolved from Evolved Decks vs. Community. After 10,000 games the evo. evo. decks have similar winrates against the
community decks as the originally evolved evo. decks hinting toward the transitivity of space of decks.

Evo. Hunter Evo. Evo. Hunter Evo. Paladin Evo. Evo. Paladin Evo. Warlock Evo. Evo. Warlock
Evo. Hunter 49.74% 45.83% 26.14% 25.43% 42.18% 34.53%

Evo. Evo. Hunter 55.11% 50.60% 22.67% 22.20% 41.37% 31.29%
Evo. Paladin 72.85% 77.11% 50.24% 36.58% 66.86% 56.52%

Evo. Evo. Paladin 73.97% 77.76% 61.79% 49.64% 74.35% 69.17%
Evo. Warlock 57.52% 60.21% 32.22% 24.59% 51.50% 42.82%

Evo. Evo. Warlock 64.98% 68.38% 43.71% 30.68% 57.79% 49.84%
Table 8: Evolved Decks vs. Evolved Decks. Like previous results, the paladin decks perform better than the warlock and hunter
decks.While the evo. evo. decks for the paladin and hunter play better than their corresponding evo. decks, the evo. evo. hunter
is the easiest deck for all of the others to beat.

of the other six heroes could skew the trends. Future work will
extend the approach to consider more cards, heroes, and strategies.

Although class cards can help balance gameplay between dif-
ferent heroes, each hero also has a unique ability. For instance,
regardless of cards currently in the players’ hands, at each turn

the hunter can do two damage to the enemy hero, the paladin can
summon a minion with one attack and one health, and the warlock
can lose two health to gain a card. Given that the paladin decks con-
tained one to two class cards and the hunter and warlock decks four
each, it raises the question of how much the hero power impacts
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success with different strategies. Even with few class cards, the pal-
adin had higher average winrates than the others. Future work will
explore the impact of hero abilities on deckbuilding and whether
some heroes naturally excel when playing different strategies.

While SabberStone’s aggro strategy is suspected to resemble that
of humans, it is conceivable that it simply reflects the strategy of
the programmer who created it. Further testing with human players
could help confirm. Furthermore through a machine learning analy-
sis of how humans play, strategies beyond those currently available
in SabberStone can potentially be developed and tested. Finally
conceivably without the need for conventional wisdom or in-depth
domain knowledge, computational exploration could help identify
cards valuable to different playstyles and help players identify those
that may perform best with their own.

11 CONCLUSION
This paper presents a series of experiments designed to explore
the design space of decks in Hearthstone. After building decks
for the hunter, paladin, and warlock with an ES, these decks were
then tested with an aggro play strategy against both starter decks
(i.e. the decks played during the tutorial) and some composed by
fans. Results illustrated that all of the evolved decks tended to
perform best against the same opponent decks, pointing toward
an element of transitivity in the deck space (i.e. that some decks
are inherently better than others). Experiments with a control play
strategy confirmed initial observations that some decks are more
beatable than others, but with winrates lower than those observed
in games played with aggro playstyle, indicating that different
types of decks may be found when playing with different strategies.
A final set of experiments evolved another set of decks, but the
opponent was playing with a deck from the previous ES experiment.
Almost all of the secondarily evolved decks had higher winrates
with the exception of the hunter. When compared against each
other, the paladin decks proved hardest to beat, followed by the
warlock, and hunter. The perhaps most obvious result is that the
composition of the deck has a major influence on winrate against
standard decks.
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